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Abstract. Recent in situ observations have revealed
novel features in the polar wind. Measurements between
5000 and 9000 km altitude by the Akebono satellite
indicate that both H and O
 ions can have remarkably
higher out¯ow velocities in the sunlit region than on the
nightside. Electrons also display an asymmetric behav-
ior: the dayside dierence in energy spread, greater for
upward-moving than downward-moving electrons, is
absent on the nightside. Here, we discuss the further
development of a theory by Tam et al. that can explain
most of these observed peculiar properties by properly
taking into account the global, kinetic, collisional eects
of the sunlit photoelectrons, on the background polar
wind and the electric ®eld. Quantitative comparisons of
the calculated results with actual data will be described.
In addition, transition from the daytime photoelectron-
driven polar wind to the night-time polar wind will be
discussed.
1 Introduction
Plasma ¯ows along magnetic ®eld lines are a very
common occurrence in space plasmas. In particular, the
existence of an out¯ow of plasma along the open
magnetic ®eld lines emanating from the polar region of
the ionosphere was ®rst proposed by Axford (1968) and
Banks and Holzer (1968). This out¯ow was termed
``polar wind'' in analogy with the solar wind, which had
been recently observed (Parker, 1958). These early
studies included the ambipolar electric ®eld among the
mechanisms governing the plasma out¯ow, and sug-
gested that the ®eld arises from the separation between
the ions and the electrons due to their mass dierence.
Because the polar cap, in general, is a relatively
quiescent region, the ambipolar eect is a major
contribution to the electric ®eld in the ``classical'' polar
wind, the steady-state, quasi-neutral, current-free out-
¯ow of plasma above the polar cap.
The ambipolar ®eld itself exists self-consistently with
the background plasma. It is therefore in¯uenced by
other mechanisms that govern the dynamics of the
particles and that may need to be included in the
description. For example, the geomagnetic ®eld, which
decreases with altitude, gives rise to the mirror force that
changes the particles' pitch angles. Coulomb interac-
tions among all the species lead to energy exchange and
pitch angle diusion. These eects are essential to the
dynamics of the particles, and therefore, can aect the
polar wind electric ®eld.
Recent observations have suggested that another
contribution, photoelectron populations generated in
the sunlit ionosphere, can alter the polar wind signi®-
cantly. Our study on the photoelectron-driven polar
wind is motivated by these increasingly convincing
experimental indications.
This study is structured as follows: in the remainder
of this section, we will discuss in more detail the
experimental evidence motivating our study, and why
traditional approaches to polar wind modeling are
inadequate to describe this experimental evidence. In
Sect. 2, we shall discuss the physics of photoelectrons,
and how they can aect the polar wind dynamics. In
Sect. 3, the self-consistent hybrid model on which our
calculations are based will be described. In Sect. 4,
results generated from the model will be compared with
observations to demonstrate the development in theory/
data closure. In addition, the day-night transition of the
photoelectron-driven polar wind will be discussed in
terms of results from a parametric study.
1.1 Motivation
Early polar cap measurements obtained by the ISIS-1
satellite showed evidence of ``anomalous'' ®eld-aligned
photoelectron ¯uxes in both upward and downward Correspondence to: S. Tam
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considerably smaller than the outgoing ¯uxes above a
certain energy (Winningham and Heikkila, 1974). Such
non-thermal features were later con®rmed with better
resolution by the DE-1 and -2 satellites (Winningham
and Gurgiolo, 1982): outgoing ®eld-aligned electron
¯uxes in the photoelectron energy range were observed
by HAPI (High Altitude Plasma Instrument) on DE-1
and LAPI (Low Altitude Plasma Instrument) on DE-2;
evidence of downstreaming electron ¯uxes was also
found in the low-altitude distribution measured by
LAPI. These ¯uxes are considered anomalous because
their existence cannot be related to the idea of thermal
conductivity and temperature gradient-induced ¯uxes in
classical ¯uid theories. Similar to the ISIS-1 measure-
ments, the return ¯uxes observed by DE-2 were
comparable to the outgoing ¯uxes below some trunca-
tion energy, but considerably smaller above that. As
suggested by Winningham and Gurgiolo (1982), the
existence of such downstreaming ¯uxes may be due to
re¯ection of electrons by the ambipolar electric ®eld
along the geomagnetic ®eld line above the satellite. The
truncation energy, obtained by comparing the outgoing
and the return electron ¯uxes, would thus provide an
estimate for the potential drop due to the electric ®eld.
These authors observed that this truncation energy
ranged from 5 to 60 eV, and thus were able to deduce
the magnitude of the potential drop above the altitude
of the satellite ( 500 km). Unfortunately, existing
classical polar wind theories can only account for a
much smaller potential drop (Ganguli, 1996, and
references therein). Winningham and Gurgiolo (1982)
also pointed out that variation of the truncation energy
was due to changes in the solar zenith ang1e at the
production layer below the satellite. The solar zenith
angle is related to the photoionization rate, which itself
is related to the local ionospheric photoelectron density
(Jasperse, 1981). These observations therefore imply a
causal relationship between the local photoelectron
density below the satellite and the potential drop along
the ®eld line above it, and are consistent with the idea
that the photoelectrons may signi®cantly aect the
ambipolar electric ®eld.
While the observations discussed above have implied
that photoelectrons may contribute to the dynamics of
the polar wind, more recent evidence indicates that the
polar wind characteristics themselves are aected by the
photoelectrons. In situ measurements by the Akebono
satellite have revealed novel features in the polar wind:
day-night asymmetries in the ion and electron features.
The most dramatic are asymmetries in the ion out¯ow
velocities (Abe et al., 1993a): satellite data between 5000
and 9000 km altitude have indicated remarkably higher
out¯ow velocities for the major ion species, H and O
,
in the sunlit region than on the nightside. For example,
the H velocity (uh) was found to be about 12 km/s on
the dayside, but only about 5 km/s on the nightside.
Similarly, the O
 velocity (uo) in the sunlit region
( 7 km/s) is about twice that in the midnight sector
( 3 km/s). A day-night asymmetry was also observed
in the electron behavior. The instrument distinguished
between electrons according to their velocities along the
geomagnetic ®eld line. On the dayside, it was found that
the temperature of the upstreaming population is greater
than that of the downstreaming population, i.e.,
Te;up > Te;down, indicative of an upwardly directed heat
¯ux (Yau et al., 1995). On the nightside, in contrast, no
such up-down anisotropy was observed (Abe et al.,
1996). The observed polar wind day-night asymmetries
are summarized in Table 1.
Besides the day-night asymmetries, Akebono mea-
surements between 5000 and 9000 km altitude have also
revealed other, sometimes unexpected, ion transport
properties in the polar region (Abe et al., 1993a). For
example, O was most often found to be the major ion
species, dominant over H, contrary to the traditional
belief that due to their heavier mass very few O ions are
able to overcome the gravitational force and escape to
such high altitudes. The measured out¯ow velocities for
both the H and O
 ions in general increase monoton-
ically with altitude, and the ¯ows for both species are
supersonic at high altitudes. In fact, the measured O
out¯ow velocities (see earlier) are much larger than the
values expected from classical polar wind models (e.g.
Schunk and Watkins, 1981). All these ion out¯ow
characteristics, particularly the enhanced ion out¯ow
velocities, suggest a higher ambipolar electric ®eld than
that predicted by classical polar wind models (Ganguli,
1996, and references therein), and are consistent with the
values of the ®eld-aligned potential drop deduced by
Winningham and Gurgiolo (1982) based on the DE-2
measurements.
Because of the marked day-night asymmetries ob-
served in several characteristics of the polar wind, and
the fact that photoelectrons exist primarily in the sunlit
ionosphere, they are the natural candidate to account
for the day-night asymmetries. Indeed, collisionless
kinetic calculations by Lemaire (1972) showed that
escaping photoelectrons may enhance the electric ®eld
and increase the ion out¯ow velocities in the polar wind.
Photoelectrons, therefore, may provide a possible uni-
fying explanation for the observations of both sets of
satellites, the magnitude of the ambipolar electric ®eld
deduced from the DE-2 measurements, and the day-
night asymmetries and enhanced ion out¯ow velocities
observed by the Akebono satellite. Because Coulomb
collisions may also in¯uence the dynamics of the
photoelectrons, for example, by transferring their energy
to other particle components in the polar wind, and
thereby reducing the escaping photoelectron ¯ux,
Table 1. A summary of the polar wind day-night asymmetries
observed by the Akebono satelite. The average ion out¯ow
velocities were measured between 5000 and 9000 km altitude,
and the electron temperature ratios were obtained at about 1700
km altitude
Day Night
uh 12±13 km/s 4±5 km/s
uo 6±7 km/s 2±3km/s
Te, up/Te, down 1.5±2 1
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determining the impact of photoelectrons on the electric
®eld. Our goal, therefore, is to address these observa-
tions quantitatively by incorporating the complete
photoelectron physics into a self-consistent, global
description of the polar wind.
1.2 Traditional approaches in polar wind modeling
Let us begin by listing some criteria that will enable us to
de®ne the problem more precisely. First, we will
consider the polar wind only at altitudes above 500
km (which corresponds roughly to the polar orbits of
DE-2). At such altitudes, neutral densities are low
enough to neglect the ``chemical'' reactions such as
photoionization, recombination, etc. Second, the mag-
nitude of the geomagnetic ®eld is such that the gyration
period and Larmor radius, for all particle species, are
much smaller than any relevant time or length scales.
We can therefore use the guiding center approximation.
Third, the gradients of the geomagnetic ®eld are such
that only transport along the geomagnetic ®eld line is
important. The time-dependent distribution function
ft;s;vk;v? for a given particle species is therefore
governed by the following collisional gyrokinetic equa-
tion:
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where s is the distance along the magnetic ®eld line B;qc
and m are the algebraic electric charge and mass of the
species respectively, Ek is the ®eld-aligned electric ®eld, g
is the gravitational acceleration, B0  dB=ds;df=dt
represents the rate of change of the distribution function
due to collisions, and C is a collisional operator for
Coulomb interaction, which is the dominant type of
collision above 300 km altitude. Equation (1) includes
the major forces a particle experiences as it travels along
the geomagnetic ®eld line: gravitational force, ®eld-
aligned electric force, mirror force, and forces that are
due to Coulomb collisions.
Obviously, solutions based on Eq. (1), even with
additional simpli®cations (e.g. steady-state, quasi-neu-
tral, current-free out¯ow of electrons and O
and H
ions, conditions satis®ed by the ``classical'' polar wind),
are dicult to obtain. Further approximations thus
seem necessary. Traditionally, there have been two
schools of thought in polar wind modeling, collisionless
kinetic calculations (e.g. Lemaire, 1972) and moment
equations (e.g. Banks and Holzer, 1968; Schunk, 1977),
each based on a dierent type of approximation to the
kinetic, collisional approach embodied in Eq. (1).
In collisionless kinetic calculations, one neglects the
Coulomb collisional term in Eq. (1), leading to the well-
known Vlasov equation. In the steady state, exact
solution of the distribution function in the resulting
collisionless equation can be obtained by relating the
independent variables (s;vk, and v?) through the parti-
cles' constants of motion (energy and magnetic mo-
ment). The resulting distribution function for each
particle species, however, is a function also of the
electric potential. To determine the electric potential, the
local quasi-neutrality and current-free conditions can be
used.
The collisionless kinetic approximation is valid at
high altitudes (roughly > 3000 km). One should bear in
mind, however, that the cumulative eect of even weak
Coulomb collisions may signi®cantly aect the distribu-
tion function as the plasma ¯ows over large distances.
Near the polar wind source, the Coulomb collisional
eect is de®nitely non-negligible. In order to take this
eect into account, some investigators thus resort to the
moment approach.
Moment-based models describe the particle transport
using a few variables to characterize the species, such as
density, velocity, temperature and heat ¯uxes. The
equations that describe these variables are obtained by
taking velocity moments of Eq. (1). Collisional eects
are represented in these equations by the corresponding
velocity moments of the collisional term in Eq. (1).
Consequently, the collisional eects on one species due
to another are described by a velocity-averaged colli-
sional frequency, which depends on the density, velocity
and temperature moments of both species.
However, due to the convective term vko=os in
Eq. (1), each of these equations contains a velocity-
moment term of the next higher order. Therefore, an
assumption needs to be made in order to close the
system of equations. Depending on the assumption, the
system may consist of a dierent number of moments.
Existing models that have been discussed in the litera-
ture consist of ®ve, eight, ten, thirteen, sixteen, and even
twenty moments (Schunk, 1977). A variety of these
moment-based models has been applied to the classical
polar wind to take into account collisional eects (e.g.
Banks and Holzer, 1968; Raitt et al., 1975; Schunk and
Watkins, 1981) and even anisotropies (e.g. Ganguli
et al., 1987; Demars and Schunk, 1989; Blelly and
Schunk, 1993).
Because of the complexity and non-linear nature of
the system of moment equations, analytic solutions are
hard to achieve. Therefore, moment-based models are
generally solved numerically. Because of the intrinsically
sti nature of these systems of moment equations (due
essentially to the high mass ratios), even numerical
solutions are not straightforward to obtain. In addition,
these systems exhibit a number of singularities that arise
from the assumption used to close the system (Yasseen
and Retterer, 1991). In the polar wind case, for example,
the steady-state sixteen-moment model exhibits singu-
larities near the ion sonic points, i.e., the point at which
the ion's thermal speed corresponds to its ¯ow velocity,
and cannot provide transonic solutions easily. However,
such transonic solutions are required for the appropriate
description of the polar wind because observations
indicate that both the H and O out¯ows are super-
sonic at high altitudes (Abe et al., 1993a). In order to
circumvent this diculty, some investigators seek the
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lem until a steady state is reached (Blelly and Schunk,
1993).
Implicit in the two complementary approaches out-
lined above is the assumption of the existence of a
transition region separating a low-altitude collisional
region where the ¯ow is subsonic and a high-altitude
collisionless region where the ¯ow is supersonic. The
simplest way to combine these two approaches is to
introduce the concept of a baropause, the altitude at
which the average collisional mean free path corresponds
to the scale length of the out¯ow. The moment equations
are then solved from a set of low-altitude boundary
conditions up to the baropause. The resulting moments
at the baropause thus provide the boundary conditions
for the collisionless kinetic calculations that will be
applied to higher altitudes (Barakat and Schunk, 1983).
However, moment-based models suer from an
intrinsic limitation that is incompatible with the inherent
nature of Coulomb collisions. On the one hand, dierent
species are characterized by dierent collisional mean
free paths and scale lengths, and it is not clear that the
transition from collisional to collisionless for all species
present will occur at the same altitudes. However, these
models assume that the distribution functions are close
to local thermodynamic equilibrium, thus describing the
collisions using a velocity-averaged collisional frequency
which depends on the local densities, velocities and
temperatures of the plasma components. However, it is
well known that the Coulomb collisional cross section
for a charged particle is strongly dependent on its
velocity relative to the background (Ichimaru, 1986). In
general, the higher this velocity, the smaller the cross
section and collisional frequency, and the longer the
collisional mean free path. Energetic particles therefore
have smaller collisional frequency and longer collisional
mean free path than the corresponding characteristic
values used in the moment equations. Thus, the presence
of energetic particles can limit the applicability of
moment equations and, by the same token, invalidate
the concept of a baropause. We can clearly see now why
the moment approach cannot be adequately used to
include the collisional physics of the photoelectrons in a
uni®ed description of the polar wind. Instead, a global,
kinetic approach is necessary. In this study, a ``global''
approach means an evolutionary model involving cross-
scale interactions. Thus, by ``global kinetic'' here, we
mean the ability of the polar wind model to resolve the
mesoscale evolution of the particle distribution function
resulting from microscale interactions.
A global, kinetic, collisional description of photo-
electrons in a self-consistent polar wind picture was ®rst
achieved by Tam et al. (1995a). Results generated from
their model successfully addressed the polar wind
qualitative features observed by the polar-orbiting
satellites (Winningham and Gurgiolo, 1982; Abe et al.,
1993a, b), and demonstrated that the ambipolar electric
®eld arises due to the anisotropy of the particle
distributions in an inhomogeneous magnetic ®eld. In
this study, we shall discuss in more detail the role of
photoelectrons in the day-night transition of the polar
wind, and their impact on the out¯ow based on new
results generated from the self-consistent model. In
addition, we shall present a new polar wind solution
that is quantitatively more similar to the Akebono
observations, thus improving our earlier qualitative
results.
2 Photoelectrons, energy ¯uxes and electric ®eld
The impact of photoelectrons on the polar wind was
postulated in the early literature. Axford (1968) pro-
posed that the charge separation enhanced by the
escaping polar wind photoelectron ¯ux might increase
the electric ®eld which, in turn, might accelerate the
ions. Indeed, results of a collisionless kinetic calculation
by Lemaire (1972) agreed with Axford's postulation.
The formulation of the calculation took into account the
kinetic eects of polar wind photoelectrons on the
ambipolar electric ®eld; the escaping photoelectron ¯ux
was shown to be a possible mechanism to enhance the
electric ®eld, and by which to accelerate the ions.
The global kinetic collisional physics of suprathermal
electrons in a steady-state space plasma out¯ow was ®rst
considered by Scudder and Olbert (1979) in their study
of the solar wind halo electrons. These authors related
the anomalous ®eld-aligned electron heat ¯uxes ob-
served in the solar wind to the non-local nature of the
electron distributions, and demonstrated the formation
of such non-thermal features using a simpli®ed colli-
sional operator. They also suggested that these
suprathermal electrons, through their anomalous con-
tribution to the energy ¯ux, may signi®cantly increase
the ambipolar electric ®eld along the magnetic ®eld
lines, thereby ``driving'' the solar wind (Olbert, 1982).
An analogous situation exists for the dayside, pho-
toelectron-driven polar wind, as demonstrated by more
recent collisional calculations. It has been shown by
Yasseen et al. (1989) that the polar wind photoelectrons
can give rise to the non-thermal distributions observed
by the DE satellites (Winningham and Gurgiolo, 1982).
The eect on the polar wind due to the energy ¯uxes
associated with these photoelectrons has been examined
by Tam et al. (1995b), who concluded that such
anomalous electron energy ¯uxes may signi®cantly
increase the ambipolar electric ®eld.
The impact of photoelectron energy ¯uxes on the
polar wind dynamics can be understood heuristically in
a simpli®ed scenario: the high-altitude (collisionless)
``classical'' (steady-state) polar wind. In this scenario,
every particle species must satisfy energy conservation:
o
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where n;u, and Qw 
R
u dv 1
2mv2vkfs;vk;v? are res-
pectively the density, velocity, and energy ¯ux of the
species, UG is the gravitational potential, and UE is the
potential for the ®eld-aligned electric ®eld. Note that the
energy ¯ux, Qw, is not the same as the heat ¯ux,
Q 
R
dv 1
2mv ÿ u
2vk ÿ ufs;vk;v?, which is a
quantity more popularly used in the literature for the
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mean velocity of the distribution function, while the
energy ¯ux is taken about the zero point in the velocity
space. (The two ¯uxes are related in the following way:
Qw  Q  nu3
2Tk  T?  mu2
2 , where Tk;? are the
parallel and perpendicular temperatures of the species.)
Equation (2) is obtained by taking the energy moment
of Eq. (1), and must be satis®ed by every particle
species. It illustrates a direct relation between the
particle energy ¯ux and the electric potential. The
equations for dierent species are coupled through the
ambipolar electric potential terms and the two classical
polar wind constraints, quasi-neutrality and current-free
¯ow. However, one can show from the electron equation
that in an out¯owing plasma, a larger upward electron
energy ¯ux generally leads to a larger electric potential
drop.
Because photoelectrons carry a large amount of
upward energy ¯ux in the polar out¯ow, their presence,
primarily in the sunlit ionosphere, thus enhances the
dayside ambipolar electric ®eld, thereby increasing the
ion out¯ow velocities on the dayside. Photoelectrons,
with their associated energy ¯uxes, can therefore provide
not only a mechanism for the enhanced ion out¯ow
velocities observed by the Akebono satellite (Abe et al.,
1993a, b), but also the explanation for the observed day-
night asymmetric ion and electron features in the polar
wind (Abe et al., 1993a, 1996; Yau et al., 1995).
3 Self-consistent hybrid model
Recently, a self-consistent hybrid model has been
developed by Tam et al. (l995a) to take into account
the global kinetic collisional nature of the polar wind
physics introduced by the photoelectrons. Our results in
this study (which we present in Sect. 4) are based on the
model. The model applies kinetic collisional description
to the ions and the photoelectrons in a self-consistent
model, thus enabling us to achieve two breakthroughs in
polar wind modeling. One, it was the ®rst to successfully
incorporate the global kinetic collisional photoelectron
eects into a self-consistent polar wind description.
Two, due to its treatment of the ions, which we shall
discuss later, the model was the ®rst to generate self-
consistent global polar wind calculations whose solu-
tions span continuously from a collisional subsonic
regime at low altitudes to a collisionless supersonic
regime at high altitudes.
The model is hybrid in that it consists of a kinetic and
a ¯uid component. Photoelectrons (treated as test
particles because of their low relative density) and both
the H and O ions are described using a global kinetic
collisional approach while thermal electron properties
are determined from a simpler, ¯uid approach that also
calculates the self-consistent ambipolar electric ®eld.
Because of its treatment of the thermal electrons,
the model should be distinguished from traditional
hybrid approaches where electrons are treated as a
massless neutralizing ¯uid. The model is based on an
iterative scheme combining the kinetic and ¯uid calcu-
lations, that should converge to physically meaningful
solutions.
3.1 Fluid component
In the formulation of the ¯uid calculation, the thermal
electrons are assumed to be in a drifting Maxwellian
distribution. This distribution, combined with the
photoelectron results obtained from the kinetic compo-
nent of the model, would form the total electron
distribution. One of the purposes of the ¯uid calculation
is to determine the various parameters that constitute
the Maxwellian distribution.
The density and drift velocity of the thermal electrons
are determined from the quasi-neutral and current-free
constraints characterizing the classical polar wind, with
input of densities and ¯ow velocities of the other particle
components (H;O
 and photoelectrons) obtained
from the kinetic part of the model. In particular, the
current-free condition is:
neue  nsus  nhuh  nouo; 3
where the subscripts e, s, h, and o stand for the thermal
electron, suprathermal electron (photoelectron), H,
and O
 species respectively. The density and drift
velocity pro®les of the thermal electrons (and in fact,
of every plasma component) should also satisfy the
continuity equation:
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However, note that the current-free condition is consis-
tent with the continuity equation. As will be discussed in
the next section, the pro®les of the particle components
obtained from the kinetic part of the model have already
satis®ed Eq. (4). Therefore, by imposing the current-free
condition throughout the whole simulation range, the
resulting thermal electron density and velocity pro®les
must also satisfy Eq. (4).
The thermal electron temperature, Te, together with
the ambipolar electric ®eld, are obtained from the
moment equations of the next two higher orders, i.e. the
momentum and energy transfer equations for the whole
electron population:
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where e is the unit charge, and dMe;s=dt and dEe;s=dt
represent the rates of momentum and energy transfers to
the thermal and suprathermal electrons due to Coulomb
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mined by the kinetic component of the model, based on
momentum and energy conservation resulting from the
symmetries of the Coulomb collisional operator (Ichi-
maru, 1986).
3.2 Kinetic component
The kinetic calculation is based on the global kinetic
collisionaltest-particlemodelusedinYasseenetal.(1989)
and Tam et al. (1995b). The model, based on a Monte
Carlo technique, was adapted from a model originally
developed by Retterer et a1. (1987) for wave-particle
interactions. In this self-consistent hybrid technique,
kinetic calculations are used to describe the photoelec-
trons,andalltheions (H andO).Thedensitiesofthese
particle species are normalized by Eq. (4).
Photoelectrons, due to their low relative density, can
be treated as test particles. In other words, their
dynamics can be described by an equation similar to
Eq. (1), except that the collisional operator is linearized
such that it does not depend on the photoelectron
distribution itself. Therefore, the global kinetic colli-
sional test-particle model will provide a sucient
description for the photoelectrons, if the background
that consists of the thermal electrons and the ambipolar
electric ®eld is determined self-consistently. (Because
photoelectron collisions with the ions do not aect the
results signi®cantly, but increase the calculation time by
a large amount, we neglect them.)
In principle, each ion species should be described by
an equation similar to Eq. (1), in which the Coulomb
collisional operator depends on the ion distribution
function itself because in contrast to photoelectrons,
collisions among ions of the same species may no longer
be neglected. We circumvent this intrinsic non-linearity
with an iterative linearization scheme (Tam et al.,
1995a), which will enable us to take such collisions into
account. In this scheme, the Coulomb collisions are
described by the linearized Fokker-Planck operator. The
collisional rates based on this operator are velocity-
dependent. Thus, the scheme enables us to describe the
anisotropic kinetic eects that arise from Coulomb
collisions. This iteration scheme, when it converges,
takes into account the non-linear dependence of the
collisional operator on the distribution function.
3.3 Advantages of the model
This self-consistent hybrid technique retains the expedi-
ency of ¯uid theory while in eect extending its
applicability by the inclusion of kinetic descriptions.
One of the advantages of the model is clearly its ability
to incorporate the global kinetic collisional physics of
photoelectrons into a self-consistent polar wind descrip-
tion. In fact, this is the ®rst polar wind model to achieve
that. As ¯uid calculations alone fail to describe the non-
thermal electron features observed in the polar wind, the
technique used in this model not only provides a kinetic
description of these features, but also takes into account
their impact on the polar wind.
Another diculty that the self-consistent hybrid
model has circumvented is the treatment of the transonic
region, which introduces singularities into most mo-
ment-based calculations, as discussed in Sect. 1.2. In the
polar wind, the ¯ows of both H and O are observed
to be supersonic at high altitudes. Thus, there must be a
transonic region where the nature of the ¯ows changes
from subsonic to supersonic. As discussed in Sect. 1.2,
most moment-based models have diculties describing
transonic ¯ows because of the singularities intrinsic to
the calculations, speci®cally, those at the sonic points. In
the self-consistent hybrid model, however, the dynamics
of the ion species are described based on kinetic
calculations. Due to the kinetic treatment of the ions,
the diculty arising from the transonic region of the
ions is not an issue in this model. Indeed, the model is
the ®rst self-consistent global polar wind model to
obtain a continuous steady-state solution that varies
from a subsonic collisional regime at low altitudes to a
supersonic collisionless regime at high altitudes (Tam
et al., 1995a).
The model also successfully deals with problems
usually encountered by other simulation techniques. For
example, simulating the Coulomb collisions among ions
of the same species is not trivial, and is usually an
obstacle to a self-consistent approach; this model takes
into account such ``self-collisions'' by means of an
iterative scheme. The relatively short time scales of
thermal electrons, as compared to those of the ions,
would slow down the simulation process considerably.
In this model, the thermal electrons are described by a
¯uid approach, and are present in the simulations only
as a steady-state background. This technique, by its ¯uid
treatment of the thermal electrons, can evolve using
relatively large time steps consistent with the ion and
suprathermal electron collisional time scales, and is not
constrained by the much shorter thermal electron
collisional time scale.
4 Application to the photoelectron-driven polar wind
4.1 Theory, data closure
The self-consistent hybrid model was developed for the
polar wind along open ®eld lines driven by the
photoelectron ¯ux, a scenario that corresponds to the
daytime polar conditions. Application of the model to
the sunlit polar region has generated results (Tam et al.,
1995a) that were qualitatively consistent with various
observed polar wind features (see Table 2) (Abe et al.,
1993a; Yau et al., 1995). This study aims to provide a
solution that is more quantitatively similar to the
observations at Akebono satellite altitudes. Such an
admissible polar wind solution is obtained by appropri-
ately varying the relevant initial and boundary condi-
tions in the ionosphere.
The local electric ®eld in this solution has converged
to within 2% throughout the simulation range
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this calculation, initial distributions for the kinetic part
of the model are applied at the lower boundary, and are
associated with the upper half of the Maxwellian
distribution. The ions are initially distributed with the
Maxwellian energy spread (T) being 0.3 eV for H and
0.6 eV for O
, while the photoelectrons are of 21.6 eV
energy spread, with energy ranging from 2 to 62 eV
(based on the photoelectron spectra measured by Lee
et al. (1980)). Note that we use ``energy spread'' instead
of the more popular term ``temperature'' to describe the
initial distribution functions, because as will be discus-
sed below, such ``temperatures'' will be dierent from
their corresponding values in the ®nal result. For the
¯uid component of the model, boundary conditions are
also imposed at the lower end: the H and O
 densities
are 2  109 and 5  1010 mÿ3 respectively; a photo-
electron to thermal electron density ratio of 5  10ÿ4 is
assumed, and the thermal electron temperature is taken
to be 3000 K.
The self-consistent electric potential pro®le for this
set of initial and boundary conditions is shown in Fig. l.
A potential drop of about 5 V is obtained across our
simulation range. Note that this potential drop is
smaller than that in Tam et al. (1995a) ( 12 V), but
is still considerably larger than most classical polar wind
models predicted. This relatively smaller potential drop
compared with our previous results (Tam et al., 1995a)
is mainly due to a smaller suprathermal to thermal
electron density ratio at the boundary. The eect of this
boundary density ratio on the polar wind solution will
be discussed in detail in Sect. 4.2.
The density pro®les for all the species in our
calculation are shown in Fig. 2. First of all, the
photoelectron density ns is much smaller than the
thermal electron density. Our test-particle approach
for photoelectrons is therefore justi®ed. The results also
show that O
, being driven by the self-consistent
ambipolar ®eld, maintains its dominance over H even
at high altitudes, in agreement with the Akebono
observations. From 5000 to 9000 km, the O
 and H
densities are to the orders of 109 and a few times
107 mÿ3, consistent with the respective lower limit
estimates, 108 and 107 mÿ3, obtained from the Akebono
measurements (Abe et al., 1993a). Because of the quasi-
neutrality condition, the two major particle species, O

and thermal electron, have very comparable densities.
Figure 3 shows the out¯ow velocities of the ions.
Note that in general the out¯ow velocities for both ion
species increase with altitude. Not only are these ion
velocity pro®les consistent with the Akebono observa-
tions qualitatively, but, moreover, their high-altitude
(5000±9000 km) values of about 15 km/s for the H,
and 4 km/s for the O
 are also within the measurement
limits (Abe et al., 1993a). Of course, when there are
special magnetospheric/ionospheric conditions other
than the photoelectrons aecting the plasma ¯ow in
the polar cap, these results may be altered (Chan-
dler,1995). However, such situations are beyond the
scope of this model, in its present form.
The ion parallel and perpendicular temperatures
obtained from the kinetic calculations are shown in
Fig. 4. The order of temperatures between 5000 and
9000 km altitude are no higher than 104 K, which is the
upper limit estimated from the Akebono measurements
(Abe et al., 1993a). Note that these temperatures at the
lower boundary may be dierent from their respective T
values, which characterize the energy spread of the
Table 2. Dayside polar wind
observations by the Akebono
satellite. Ion measurements we-
re made at 5000±9000 km alti-
tude (Abe et al., 1993a).
Electron observations were m-
ade at about 1700 km altitude
(Yau et al., 1995)
Qualitative features Quantitative estimates
O
+ dominance over H
+ ions O
+ density: lower limit 10
8 m
-3
Monotonically increasing ion out¯ow velocities H
+ density: lower limit 10
7 m
-3
Supersonic ¯ows for both H
+ and O
+ Ion temperatures : upper limit 10
4 K
Anisotropy between upwardly and
downwardly moving electron populations
H
+ out¯ow velocity about 12±13 km/s
Upwardly directed total electron heat ¯ux O
+ out¯ow velocity about 6±7 km/s
Fig. 1. Electric potential pro®le calculated by the self-consistent hybrid
model. The magnitude of the potential drop is comparable to value
deduced from observations
Fig. 2. Calculated density pro®les for the O
no;Hnh,t h e r m a l
electrons (ne), and photoelectrons (ns)
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distributions only consist of upgoing ions. These ions
may be re¯ected in the simulations due to Coulomb
collisions and the gravitational force. Because the ion
temperatures shown in Fig. 4 correspond to the overall
ion distributions which comprise both the upgoing and
re¯ected populations, their values at the lower boundary
are generally not the same as the initial conditions T.
The Mach number, de®ned for each ion species j as:
Mj 

mju2
j
2Tj
s
; 7
increases in general with altitude. In the case of the H,
the increase is mainly due to the upward gradient of the
out¯ow velocity; while in the case of the O
, the
downward gradient of the temperatures is primarily
responsible for the Mach number increase (see Figs. 3
and 4). From Fig. 5, it is clear that the continuous
solution spans the subsonic and supersonic regimes of
both ion species. In particular, both ion species attain
supersonic ¯ows at high altitudes, in agreement with the
Akebono observations (Abe et al., 1993a).
Note that in our results, the O
 out¯ow becomes
supersonic at about 600 km altitude. However, such a
theoretical prediction may not be precise. As mentioned,
the increase in the O
 Mach number is mainly due to the
downward temperature gradient of the species. The O

temperatures in our results (see Fig. 4), however, are
well below the upper limit estimated from the Akebono
data, suggesting that the O
 Mach number could be
lower than our results predict. If that is indeed the case,
the subsonic-to-supersonic transition would occur at a
higher altitude. Because the Akebono satellite measure-
ments have not provided a precise polar wind ion
temperature at low altitudes, it is dicult for us to give a
de®nite prediction for the location of such a transition.
In order to compare our results with Akebono's
electron measurements (Yau et a1., 1995), we follow the
procedure of Akebono's instrument, and distinguish
between electrons according to the sign of their velocity.
We combine all the electrons (thermal and photoelec-
trons) in the calculation into a single population. The
thermal electrons in this total population are assumed to
be in a drifting Maxwellian distribution whose density,
velocity and temperature are determined as explained in
Sect. 3. The resulting Maxwellian and the kinetic results
for the photoelectrons combine to give the total distri-
bution of the electron population. This total distribution
is then divided into two components: fe;up and fe;down,
corresponding to upwardly and downwardly moving
electrons, respectively. The parallel temperature pro®les
obtained from these components are shown in Fig. 6.
The solution reveals a temperature anisotropy between
the upwardly and downwardly moving electrons, i.e.
Te;up > Te;down (the k subscript is omitted for simplicity).
In the calculation, this anisotropy is entirely due to the
photoelectrons. Because such a temperature anisotropy
was observed in the dayside polar wind (Yau et al.,
1995) but seems absent on the nightside (Abe et al.,
1996), the role of photoelectrons in the model is
consistent with the observed polar wind scenario.
Despite such a temperature anisotropy introduced by
the photoelectrons, the overall temperature pro®le still
seems to be dominated by the thermal electrons. This
justi®es the use of the thermal electron temperature in
the collisional operator of the kinetic calculations, and
thus the test-particle approach for photoelectrons.
However, if we consider the next higher order of
velocity moment, namely the heat ¯ux, the contribution
by the photoelectrons is signi®cant. To show that, we
shall compare the heat ¯uxes carried by the thermal and
Fig. 3. Pro®les of calculated ion out¯ow velocities
Fig. 4. Pro®les of calculated ion temperatures Fig. 5. Ion Mach numbers
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heat ¯ux moment should be taken about the mean
velocity of the total electron distribution, ue;total. Note
that the thermal electrons, though assumed to be
distributed in a drifting Maxwellian, have a ®nite heat
¯ux contribution. This thermal electron heat ¯ux arises
from the ®nite dierence between ue;total and the drift
velocity of the Maxwellian itself ue. Because the heat
¯ux is proportional to the number density, one would
expect that the major contribution to this heat ¯ux
comes from the relatively dense portion of the Max-
wellian, i.e. the bulk of the thermal electron distribution.
In reality, of course, the thermal electron distribution
may deviate slightly from a drifting Maxwellian, giving
rise to an additional contribution to the heat ¯ux.
However, such a heat ¯ux would mainly come from the
tail portion of the distribution. We found that this
contribution is negligibly small compared with the heat
¯ux carried by the drifting Maxwellian due to the shift in
the mean velocity. By comparing the heat ¯ux contri-
bution due to the thermal electron Maxwellian with that
carried by the photoelectrons, we ®nd that the heat
¯uxes carried by the two electron components are in
opposite directions, downward for the thermal but
upward for the suprathermal, as shown in the top panel
of Fig. 7. We also ®nd that the photoelectron heat ¯ux is
much larger in magnitude than its thermal counterpart,
as shown in the bottom panel of Fig. 7. The two heat
¯ux components combine to give the total electron heat
¯ux, which is shown in Fig. 8 and whose direction is
dictated by the photoelectron contribution, i.e. upward.
The upwardly directed total electron heat ¯ux is
consistent with the data from Yau et al. (1995) and
the calculated results by Tam et al. (1995a, b). The
results here further agree with Tam et al. (1995b)
regarding the directions and the relative magnitudes of
the heat ¯uxes carried by the two electron components.
These results, however, might seem dierent from the
observations by Yau et al. (1995), who concluded that
both the thermal and photoelectron heat ¯uxes are
upwardly directed, and that the thermal population
dominates the overall contribution. The discrepancies
between the observations and our results can be
explained by the dierent cuto energies for the photo-
electrons: Yau et al. (1995) only took into account
photoelectrons of > 10 eV while recognizing electrons
with energy below that as thermal; this study, however,
uses a considerably lower energy cuto (2 eV) for the
photoelectron population, which is based on conditions
prevailing at the simulation's ionospheric lower boun-
dary. Our results would agree with the observations
considering that photoelectrons with energy between 2
and 10 eV make a signi®cant heat ¯ux contribution in
the upward direction, even though a fraction of the less
energetic electrons in this range will thermalize. (These
thermalized photoelectrons are treated kinetically in our
model although, strictly speaking, they should be
considered as part of the thermal electron background.)
Fig. 6. Parallel temperatures for upwardly and downwardly moving
electrons, the k subscript has been omitted for simplicity
Fig. 7. Top panel: heat ¯uxes carried by the thermal electrons
(Qe;thermal and photoelectrons (Qe;suprathermal. Note that the heat ¯ux
contribution by the thermal electrons is in the downward direction
(negative sign) while that by the photoelectrons is upwardly directed
(positive sign). Bottom panel: the ratio of the magnitudes of the two
heat ¯uxes Fig. 8. Total heat ¯ux pro®le for the total electron population
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The polar wind results presented in the previous section
compare well with observations by the DE-1, DE-2 and
Akebono satellites (Winningham and Gurgiolo, 1982;
Abe et al., 1993a, b; Yau et al., 1995). These polar-
orbiting satellites have measured or estimated various
polar wind quantities, e.g. the ion and electron out¯ow
characteristics, and the corresponding ambipolar poten-
tial dierence. The values obtained from the satellite
data for these quantities should correspond to those
under certain polar wind conditions. However, these
observed values may not be representative enough for
the polar wind in general because of the variability of
the polar wind settings.
Indeed, the dynamics of the polar wind depends on a
number of conditions. For example, the correlation
between the H out¯ow velocity and the amount of
magnetic activity, i.e. the Kp index, calculated by Abe
et al. (1993b) from the Akebono data, seems to indicate
an increase of the velocity gradient with the Kp index on
a time scale of several days. For Kp index of shorter time
scales, however, no conclusion has been drawn because
of insucient statistical data.
The polar wind dynamics, evidently, also depends on
the magnetic local time, as implied by the day-night
asymmetries that have been observed by the Akebono
satellite (Abe et al., 1993a, 1996; Yau et al., 1995), and
discussed in Sect. 1.1. The magnetic local time is related
to the solar zenith angle. Indeed, Winningham and
Gurgiolo (1982) have observed that the ®eld-aligned
electric potential dierence of the polar wind varied as
the solar zenith angle. Because the solar zenith angle is
related to the photoionization rate, which directly
contributes to the local ionospheric photoelectron den-
sity (Jasperse, 1981), we expect that variation of this
density may be closely related to the day-night transition
of the polar wind, despite the relatively small photo-
electron population compared with the thermal elec-
trons. In this section, we shall examine the day-night
transition of the polar wind by studying the eects of the
ionospheric photoelectron density.
We should point out that the polar wind dynamics
is primarily dictated by the environment in the source
region, the ionosphere. Factors such as geomagnetic
activity (i.e. the geomagnetic ®eld) and the magnetic
local time (i.e. the photoionization rate) prescribe the
ionospheric particle distributions, which evolve, giving
rise to particle distributions at higher altitudes as the
plasma ¯ows upward along the geomagnetic ®eld line.
A variation in the ionospheric distributions, there-
fore, not only re¯ects a dierent source environment,
but also should lead to dierent polar out¯ow dy-
namics.
Unfortunately, particle distributions possess in®nite
degrees of freedom (impossible to be represented by a
®nite number of parameters); to study how the polar
wind dynamics varies with the ionospheric distributions,
without making further assumptions, is not feasible. We
therefore assign the ionospheric particle distributions to
a certain form, characterized by only a few parameters,
and study how the polar dynamics varies with the
boundary parametric values.
We would like to point out that the polar wind
dynamics exhibits a complex inter-relationship between
all the eects that are present in the plasma out¯ow.
Therefore, it may not be easy to attribute certain
changes in a polar wind quantity to a single physical
eect. Indeed, as we will show later, some physical
quantities are governed by competing eects in the polar
wind. Changes in the polar wind photoelectron density,
for example, may enhance or diminish these competing
eects to dierent extents, leading to the relative
importance of one eect over the other. For this reason,
it is necessary to investigate the overall impact of a
single factor on the polar wind dynamics based on a self-
consistent model, such as the one used in this study.
To examine the polar wind day-night transition, we
should consider the response by the ionospheric photo-
electrons. The ionospheric photoelectron distribution is
governed by the photoionization spectrum: the ampli-
tude of the spectrum aects the photoelectron density,
and its shape determines the shape of the photoelectron
distribution. The amplitude of the photoionization
spectrum depends on the photoionization rates, which
vary with the solar zenith angle, and thus also with the
magnetic local time. It is therefore necessary to consider
the variation of the photoelectron density in studying
the day-night transition of the polar wind. The shape of
the photoionization spectrum, on the other hand, varies
with the relative abundance of all the molecules and ions
in the ionosphere. As the relative molecule and ion
abundance is beyond the scope of this study, we shall
use an invariant shape for the initial photoelectron
distribution throughout this work. In this study, we
generate polar wind solutions with dierent boundary
conditions for the relative photoelectron density while
keeping other boundary conditions the same. Speci®-
cally, the following photoelectron to thermal electron
density ratios ns=ne are used at the lower boundary for
dierent cases: (a) 0; (b) 5:0  10ÿ4; (c) 1:0  10ÿ3; (d)
1:5  10ÿ3. Cases (a) through (d) thus re¯ect a transi-
tion from night-time to daytime conditions, with a
decrease in the solar zenith angle. The parameters used
in these cases are summarized in Table 3.
The pro®les ns=ne for these cases are shown in Fig. 9.
Notice that in case (a), the density ratio is identically
zero because of the absence of photoelectrons. In other
cases, the photoelectron densities remain small com-
pared with those of the thermal electrons throughout the
simulation range. The test-particle approach for photo-
electrons is thus justi®ed for these solutions. Figure 10
shows that the relative photoelectron density can
signi®cantly aect the self-consistent electric potential
dierence, in that a higher relative photoelectron density
leads to a larger potential dierence. Because the
photoelectrons are suprathermal particles, they will
skew the electron distribution, giving rise to a higher
electron energy ¯ux, thereby increasing the ambipolar
potential dierence. The increase in this potential
dierence corresponds to a larger local ambipolar
electric ®eld at all altitudes, as shown in Fig. 11.
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higher electron temperature in the low-altitude colli-
sional regime, as Fig. 12 indicates. The upward temper-
ature gradient is related to collisional heating of the
thermal electron population. In case (a) where photo-
electrons are absent, thermal electrons are heated
through their collisions with the ions. When photoelec-
trons are present, the heating becomes more important
as energy is transferred to the thermal electrons also
through collisions with the photoelectrons. As the
relative photoelectron density increases, the source of
energy provided by the suprathermal population be-
comes larger, and collisional heating leads to a steeper
electron temperature gradient. Because every eect in
the polar wind is related due to self-consistency of the
dynamics, one may also associate this electron temper-
ature with the electric potential dierence, where the two
are related in Eqs. (5) and (6) in terms of a balance
between competing eects, thermal pressure pushing the
electrons outward and the electric ®eld pulling them
back.
The impact of the relative photoelectron density on
the total electron heat ¯ux, Qe;total, (i.e. the heat ¯ux
carried by the combined population of thermal and
suprathermal electrons) can be seen in Fig. 13. In the
model, because the thermal electron population is
assumed to be a Maxwellian, Qe;total is identically zero
in case (a), where photoelectrons are absent. Because
Qe;total is directly related to the number density of the
population, it is in fact more correlated with the actual
photoelectron density ns, as shown in Fig. 14, than with
the density ratio ns=ne. Nevertheless, the density ratio at
the boundary can in¯uence the photoelectron density,
not only directly, but also in a non-trivial way through
the ambipolar ®eld. Let us consider the transition from
(a) through (d) as we increase the relative photoelectron
density. Because the density ratio ns=ne is small, as we
vary its boundary value, the thermal electron density at
the boundary only changes by a negligible amount.
Hence, a higher relative photoelectron density means
more suprathermal electrons contributing to the tail of
the total distribution. Because the upwardly directed
electron heat ¯ux is a result of the escape of these
energetic particles, more photoelectrons in the distribu-
tion, in general, lead to a larger Qe;total (compare cases
(a) through (c)). However, a higher relative photoelec-
tron density, as we have seen, also leads to a larger
ambipolar electric ®eld. This ®eld provides an energy
Table 3. Boundary conditions for the four cases with dierent
relative photoelectron density. Other parameters are common to
these cases: no (O
+ density), nh (H
+ density), To*, Th*, Ts*, (energy
spread of the initial O
+,H
+, and photoelectron distribution), and
Te (thermal electron temperature)
Case (a) (b) (c) (d)
ns /n e 05 ´ 10
)4 1 ´ 10
)3 1.5 ´ 10
)3
Common
parameters
no (m
)3) 4.0 ´ 10
10
nh (m
)3) 1.5 ´ 10
9
To* (eV) 2.2
Th* (eV) 1.0
Ts* (eV) 21.6
Te (K) 3000
Fig. 9. Pro®les of relative photoelectron density. The labels
correspond to the cases listed in Table 3
Fig. 10. Pro®les of the self-consistent ambipolar electric potential. The
labels correspond to the cases listed in Table 3
Fig. 11. Pro®les of the self-consistent ambipolar electric ®eld. Note
that the local electric ®eld increases at all altitudes with the addition of
photoelectrons. The labels correspond to the cases listed in Table 3
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relatively low energies. When the electric ®eld becomes
suciently large, as a result of the increase in relative
photoelectron density, it is able to re¯ect electrons with
energies well in the suprathermal range, signi®cantly
weakening the tail portion of the distribution, and
lowering Qe;total. The signi®cance of this competing eect
due to the electric ®eld is evident, as we compare cases
(c) and (d) in terms of photoelectron density and total
electron heat ¯ux.
Through its impact on the polar wind ambipolar
®eld, the relative photoelectron density has a signi®cant
eect not only on the electron population, but also on
the dynamics of the ion out¯ows. For example, as
shown in Table 4, the ion number ¯uxes generally
increase with the relative photoelectron density. This
correlation is mainly due to the magnitude of the self-
consistent ambipolar ®eld: the higher the relative pho-
toelectron density, the larger the ambipolar ®eld, and
consequently, due to acceleration by the ®eld, the
greater the number of escaping ions contributing to
the number ¯uxes at high altitudes.
Intuitively, this ion acceleration by the ambipolar
®eld should increase their densities at high altitudes.
However, the acceleration itself also creates a competing
eect that would lower the ion density, due to conser-
vation of the species. Because mass conservation must
hold for every species in the polar wind, the ions, in
particular, have to satisfy Eq. (4). In principle, a larger
electric ®eld tends to accelerate the ions to higher
out¯ow velocities, thereby reducing their densities to a
larger extent. Comparison of the ion density pro®les in
the four cases, as shown in Fig. 15, provides an
indication of the competing eects due to the acceler-
ation by the self-consistent electric ®eld. In general, both
the H and O
 densities increase with the relative
Fig. 12. a±d Parallel temperature pro®les for the upwardly and downwardly moving electron populations. The labels correspond to the cases listed
in Table 3. Note that the two temperature pro®les almost overlap in case (a)
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electric ®eld is suciently low (compare cases (a) and
(b)). However, when the electric ®eld is suciently large,
the trend is reversed (compare cases (b), (c) and (d)) for
the reason discussed already.
Figure 16 shows the velocity pro®les of the O
 ions
in the four cases. The velocity variation with the relative
photoelectron density is rather intuitive: the velocity
increases with the boundary density ratio ns=ne, due to
the magnitude of the self-consistent ambipolar ®eld.
This variation is consistent with the observed day-night
asymmetry in the polar wind ion out¯ow velocities (Abe
et al., 1993a). It is also interesting to note that the O

velocity gradient becomes very small at high altitudes in
all four cases. In order to understand why, let us
consider the acceleration of an O
 ion due to the
combination of the electric and gravitational ®elds.
Figure 17 shows the acceleration eE=mo ÿ g for all four
cases, where the subscript k in Ek is dropped for
simplicity hereafter. Note that the O
 ions are in fact
decelerated by this combined ®eld at all altitudes in both
cases (a) and (b), as eE=mo ÿ g is negative throughout
our simulation range. Case (d), however, is almost the
exact opposite; the O
 ions are accelerated upward until
they reach 11 000 km altitude. The small velocity
Fig. 13. Total heat ¯ux pro®les for the total electron population. The
lines for cases (c) and (d) almost overlap in the plot. The labels
correspond to the cases listed in Table 3
Fig. 14. Pro®les of the photoelectron density. The labels correspond to
the cases listed in Table 3
Fig. 15. Pro®les of the O
 and H densities. The labels correspond to
the cases listed in Table 3
Table 4. A list of the density ratio ns /n e at 500 km altitude, and
the ion number ¯uxes for the four cases, whose boundary
conditions are shown in Table 3
Case ns/ne Number ¯ux at 10 000 km (m
-2 s
-1)
H
+ O
+
(a) 0 9.49 ´ 10
10 3.25 ´ 10
11
(b) 5 ´ 10
)4 1.24 ´ 10
11 1.82 ´ 10
12
(c) 1 ´ 10
)3 2.35 ´ 10
11 3.20 ´ 10
12
(d) 1.5 ´ 10
)3 2.61 ´ 10
11 3.19 ´ 10
12 Fig. 16. Pro®les of the O
 out¯ow velocity. The labels correspond to
the cases listed in Table 3
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the result of the small upward acceleration by this
combined ®eld. Case (c) is the intermediate case, where
the O
 ions are accelerated upward by the combined
®eld below 1000 km altitude, but slightly decelerated
above that. Because of the upward acceleration, the O

velocity increases relatively rapidly with altitude below
1000 km, as compared with the high-altitude situation.
Because all four cases feature a trend of increasing O

velocity with altitudes, the velocity pro®les in cases (a)
and (b), and at high altitudes in (c), may seem contrary
to intuition.
However, this counter-intuitive behavior can be
understood from a global, kinetic picture where particle
distributions evolve along the ®eld line. To simplify the
picture, we shall limit our discussion to only one
dimension, namely, the ®eld-aligned direction, and
neglect collisions and the inhomogeneity of the magnetic
®eld for the time being. Now let us consider a particle
distribution with an upward mean velocity at some
altitude s0, above which the particle species experiences
a net force in the downward direction due to the
combined action of the gravitational and electric ®elds.
Because of this downward force, the potential energy for
these particles increases with altitude. Due to energy
conservation, not all the particles from s0 can reach a
higher altitude s. Only those particles with sucient
kinetic energy at s0 are able to arrive at altitude s.T h i s
scenario is illustrated in Fig. 18. In the ®gure, the shaded
region represents the particles at s0 that do not reach s.
Note that the average velocity among the particles in the
shaded region would be smaller than the mean velocity
among all the particles at s0. The absence of these
particles at s tends to lead to a higher local mean
velocity there. Thus, this global kinetic eect might give
rise to an upward velocity gradient. However, one must
also take into account the velocity change of the in-
dividual particles that exist at both s0 and s in determin-
ing the direction of the velocity gradient for the species.
Therefore, let us examine this global kinetic eect due
to particle re¯ection in a more quantitative way, based
on an alternative reasoning. In the simpli®ed geometry
discussed above, the mass conservation equation for any
given species is:
o
os
nu0: 8
Thus, the particle ¯ux is the same at all altitudes. Now
suppose the gravitational force on the O
 ions is
stronger than the electric force everywhere above s0.
Then the potential energy for the O
 ions, de®ned as
Fig. 17. Pro®les of the O
 acceleration due to the combination of the
electric and gravitational ®elds. The labels correspond to the cases
listed in Table 3
Fig. 18. Illustration of particle distribution evolution under an upward
potential energy gradient. The shaded region corresponds to those
particles that do not have sucient kinetic energy to reach s.T h e s e
particles will be re¯ected between s0 and s by the potential barrier,
and thus make no contribution to the distribution at s. The kinetic
eect due to these re¯ected particles generally leads to a larger average
velocity at s than at s0
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would be positive, and increase with altitude for s > s0.
(The subscript O for O
 has been dropped for simplic-
ity.) Using energy conservation, we can map an ion's
velocity v at s back to its velocity v0 at s0, giving
v0 
v
jvj

v2 
2/s
m
r
: 10
Because /s > 0, the energy barrier prevents those O

ions at s0 with speed jv0j <

2/s=m
p
from reaching s.
In other words, these ions make no contribution to the
density and particle ¯ux at s. These ions also do not
have a net contribution to the particle ¯ux at s0 because
due to energy conservation, each of them would come
down with a velocity equal and opposite to that in its
upward leg. However, they contribute to the density at
s0 every time they reach there. These ions, therefore,
may lead to a downward gradient in density. According
to Eq. (8), that would correspond to an upward
gradient in the local mean velocity, even though
the net force is downward throughout the altitudes
above s0.
To illustrate this discussion, let us assume that the
steady-state O
 distribution function at s0 is a Max-
wellian with drift velocity u0 > 0, i.e.
fs0;vn0

m
2pT0
r
exp ÿ
mv ÿ u0
2
2T0
 !
; 11
where no and T0 are respectively the species' density and
temperature at s0. Using Eq. (10), the distribution
function at s > s0 is then:
fs;vhvn0

m
2pT0
r
exp ÿ

mv2
2T0

/
T0
s
ÿ

mu2
0
2T0
s 0
@
1
A
2 2
4
3
5
 hÿvn0

m
2pT0
r
exp ÿÿ

mv2
2T0

/
T0
s
ÿ

mu2
0
2T0
s 0
@
1
A
2 2
4
3
5 12
where
hx 1 for x  0
0 for x < 0:

One can show that the density at s is given by the
expression:
ns
n0 
p
p
Z 1
0
dx 2eÿx2DM2
0 cosh2M0

x2  D
p
;
13
where x 

m=2T0
p
v;Ds/sI0, and M0  
m=2T0
p
u0. From Eq. (13), we can obtain:
on
oD

n0 
p
p
Z 1
0
dx 2eÿx2DM2
0


M0 
x2  D
p sinh2M0

x2  D
p
:
ÿcosh2M0

x2  D
p


:14
With Eqs. (8), (9), (13), and (14), we can then obtain the
value for
1
us
ous
os
ÿ
1
ns
on
oD
oD
os
ÿ
1
ns
on
oD
mg ÿ eE
T0

; 15
where we have made use of g  oUG=os and
E ÿ oUE=os. We have evaluated 1=non=oD with
various combinations of D and M0. These values are
shown in Table 5. Because mg ÿ eE is positive by the
assumption of a downward force on the O
, and
usn0u0=ns > 0, we can see from Table 5 that
ou=os can be positive or negative depending on the
values of the parameters. However, one can conclude
that in general, 1=uou=os is more positive or less
negative with a smaller u0. That is because with a smaller
u0, more O
 ions will be readily re¯ected, and thereby
more likely to result in a downward density gradient.
The magnitude of the velocity scale length, however, is
also directly related to the magnitude of the force due to
the combined ®eld, as indicated in Eq. (15). If this force
is small, the velocity scale length will tend to be large.
The global kinetic eect discussed above appears in
cases (a), (b), and (c) of our results, particularly at
3000 km altitude and above, where the eect of Cou-
lomb collisions is small, and where the combined force
due to the electric and gravitational ®elds is downward
(see Fig. 17). In these cases, mog ÿ eE=Tok is of the
order of 10ÿ4 km
ÿ1,a n dj1=non=oDj is of the order
of unity. According to Eq. (15), the velocity scale
lengths for these cases are thousands of kilometers.
These long scale lengths at high altitudes are consistent
with the results shown in Fig. 16. This veri®es that the
velocity increase for the O
 ions in cases (a), (b), and (c)
is due to the kinetic eect that arises from the re¯ection
of the ions.
Figure 19 shows the H out¯ow velocity pro®les.
Like the O
 velocity, the H velocity generally also
increases with the boundary density ratio ns=ne, except
Table 5. (1/n)( ¶n/¶D) for various values of the parameters M0 and
D. The calculations are based on Eqs. (13) and (14)
D M0
0.25 0.5 0.75 1.0 1.25 2.0
0.1 )0.881 )0.586 )0.248 0.025 0.188 0.202
0.5 )0.885 )0.624 )0.350 )0.127 0.031 0.177
1.0 )0.889 )0.660 )0.437 )0.251 )0.101 0.131
3.0 )0.902 )0.747 )0.608 )0.481 )0.362 )0.063
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see from Fig. 19, case (b) generally has a smaller H
out¯ow velocity than case (a), contrary to intuition
considering that the self-consistent electric ®eld is larger
in (b). In fact, this piece of information provides an
excellent example demonstrating the complexity of the
global kinetic collisional dynamics of the polar wind; the
counter-intuitive result is due to the Coulomb collisions
between the H and O
 ions.
Note that in our results (and the Akebono observa-
tions Abe et al., 1993a), H is the minority ion species;
an H ion will collide mostly with the O
. Because the
O
 has a smaller out¯ow velocity than the H, the
Coulomb interaction between the two species will slow
down the latter. The signi®cance of this slowing-down
eect on the H depends on the eciency of the
collisions. One way to describe this eciency is to
compare the local time scales of the collisional process
with the local H transit time
stransit  L=uh;
where L is the local scale length. Note that stransit
characterizes the time scale that a typical H ion would
stay in the local region. For the present purpose, we are
interested in comparing stransit with the collisional time
scoll that characterizes H collisions with the O
, i.e.
scoll  mÿ1
coll;
where mcoll represents the collisional frequencies due to
slowing-down, and parallel and perpendicular diusion.
The speci®c expressions for these collisional frequencies
can be found in Book (1989). There are thus three
characteristic collisional times: scoll;s for the slowing-
down eect, and scoll;k and scoll;? for diusion. Table 6
shows these characteristic times for the HÿO
 inter-
action (which is the most signi®cant type of Coulomb
collisions for the H species), and stransit (based on the
local O
 scale length), and the ratios of these time scales,
all at 5000 km altitude. Note that in particular, the ratio
stransit=scoll;s indicates the eciency of the slowing-down
eect on the H, the larger the ratio, the more an H ion
is slowed down by its interaction with the O
. It is clear
that this ratio is larger in case (b) than in (a), suggesting
that H ions are subjected to the slowing-down eect to
a larger extent in (b), resulting in an overall smaller
out¯ow velocity. Although we have only shown the time
scales at one local point, these ratios, for our compar-
ison purpose, suciently characterize the role of colli-
sions in our polar wind solutions. In order to show that
this collisional slowing-down eect is indeed comparable
to that due to the ambipolar electric ®eld on the H
ions, we plot the magnitudes of the acceleration/
deceleration by the two eects in Fig. 20 for cases (a)
and (b). Note that the altitude range in Fig. 20 begins
from 3000 km, which is about the altitude where the H
velocities for cases (a) and (b) intersect in Fig. 19. Below
that altitude, the acceleration/deceleration can be higher
by an order of magnitude. Therefore, we exclude the
low-altitude range for the clarity of the ®gure. As
Fig. 20 shows, in both cases (a) and (b), the deceleration
due to HAO
 Coulomb collisions is of the same order
of magnitude as the acceleration by the ambipolar
electric ®eld for the H ions. The ®gure also indicates
that the collisional slowing-down is more eective in
case (b) than in case (a), as the comparison of scoll;s and
stransit suggests.
Collisions also play a signi®cant role in shaping the
polar wind ion temperature pro®les. In particular,
collisions lead to velocity diusion in the distribution
of the species, which tends to increase the temperatures
as the particles move along the ®eld lines. Because ions
in the polar wind are predominantly upstreaming, we
would expect diusion to contribute to a temperature
increase with altitude. Figure 21 shows the H and O

temperatures in the four polar wind cases. (Because the
calculation results have not been smoothed, wiggles are
still present in the lines, re¯ecting the statistical nature of
the Monte Carlo technique. These wiggles, however, do
not aect the general trend of the results.) The
collisional impact is most noticeable when we look at
the pro®les for the H parallel temperature Thk.I n
particular, Thk is much lower in case (d) than in the other
cases. One of the reasons for that is the relatively
collisionless nature of the H out¯ow, or in other words,
the relatively low H diusion rates for the case. (The
diusion rates are proportional to the density of the ®eld
species. Note that the densities no;nh,a n dne  no  nh
are generally lower in case (d) than in the other cases.)
Of course, the overall velocity diusion for a given
species results from collisions with each particle species,
including the species itself whose diusion is described.
To demonstrate that case (d) is indeed the least
collisional case for the H, we will, however, highlight
only its collisions with the O
, which is the major ion
Fig. 19. Pro®les of the H out¯ow velocity. The labels correspond to
the cases listed in Table 3
Table 6. H
+ time scales at 5000 km altitude
Case (a) (b) (c) (d)
stransit (s) 256.7 208.6 200.0 91.78
scoll,s (s) 84.53 31.40 302.3 16605
scoll,i (s) 1049 381.8 12909.9 2.020 ´ 10
6
scoll,^ (s) 93.81 34.88 325.2 7027
stransit / scoll,s 3.037 6.643 0.662 0.014
stransit / scoll,i 0.245 0.546 0.015 4.543 ´ 10
±5
stransit / scoll,^ 2.736 5.981 0.615 0.013
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solutions. These HÿO
 interactions, whose collisional
times at 5000 km altitude are shown and compared with
the transit times in Table 6, are sucient to characterize
the H collisions for our present purpose. As the table
indicates, H ions in case (d) have a small ratio of
stransit=scoll;?, and an even much smaller ratio of
stransit=scoll;k. (Note that the parallel and perpendicular
directions here are relative to the vectorial dierence
between the velocities of individual H ions and the
out¯ow velocity of the O
 species. Because the out¯ow
velocities of the two ion species are very dierent, the
vectorial dierence that we refer to is almost ®eld-
aligned.) Hence, velocity diusion due to collisions,
especially in the ®eld-aligned direction, is rather insig-
ni®cant in this particular case. In comparison, collision-
al eects on the H ions are more important in the other
cases, and diusion may dominate in the complex
interplay among other polar wind eects, giving rise to
an upward gradient in Thk at some altitudes. Similarly,
the upward gradients in Th? at low altitudes are also due
to the dominance of diusion.
In contrast to the diusion eect which tends to
create an upward gradient in the ion temperature,
acceleration of the ions by the ®eld-aligned electric ®eld
tends to do the opposite, and is largely responsible for
the downward gradients of Thk and Tok at low altitudes
in case (d). This eect arises because of the global
steady-state nature of the polar wind. To understand
this eect, let us consider particles of the same species
but with dierent velocities ¯owing out from altitude
s1 to s2 while being accelerated by a ®eld-aligned electric
®eld. For a particle with a high out¯ow velocity, the
time it takes to cover the altitude range is short. Because
of the short duration, the momentum it receives from
the electric ®eld is small. By the same token, the
momentum transfer to a particle of small out¯ow
velocity will be large, although the particle will reach
s2 at a later time. However, under steady-state consid-
erations, the arrival time is not an issue. An observer of
the steady-state ¯ow simply sees that the out¯ow
velocity dierential among the particles reduces as they
move upward. Reduction of the out¯ow velocity dier-
ential, of course, means a decrease in the parallel
temperature of the species. The impact on the temper-
ature due to this velocity-dierential momentum trans-
fer depends on the strength of the electric ®eld: the
higher the electric ®eld, the more signi®cant its impact.
Because the electric ®eld in our polar wind solutions (see
Fig. 11) is generally larger in case (d) and at low
altitudes, its eect, on the temperature is most notice-
able there, where it dominates the diusion eect,
leading to decreasing parallel temperatures for both ion
species.
In fact, the ion parallel temperature gradients are
strongly related to the size and direction of the forces.
This can be demonstrated with Tok in our results. If we
take the ®rst-order moment, namely the momentum, of
Eq. (1) for the O
 ions, dropping the time-dependence
term and using Eq. (4), we can arrive at the following
expression that involves the pressure gradient:
1
no
o
os
noTokÿmouo
ouo
os

B0
B
Tok ÿ To?
 eE ÿ mog
1
no
dMo
dt
; 16
where dMo=dt is the rate of momentum transfer to the
O
 ions per unit volume due to Coulomb collisions.
Above 4000 km altitude, the gravitational and electric
®eld forces represent the two largest terms on the RHS
of Eq. (16) in all our four cases. For the time being, let
us focus only on cases (b), (c), and (d) at these altitudes.
As we can infer from Fig. 17, eE ÿ mog becomes more
positive (or less negative) from cases (b) to (d). Thus, the
LHS of Eq. (16) should increase from (b) to (d).
Moreover, the O
 density scale heights are very similar
in these three cases, as the lines for no are almost parallel
in Fig. 15. Because Tok in these cases is also within the
same order at around 4000 km altitude, oTok=os should
increase from cases (b) through (d) according to
Eq. (16). This is consistent with what Fig. 21 indicates:
Fig. 20. Comparison of H deceleration due to H-O
 Coulomb
collisions (solid) with its acceleration due to the ambipolar electric
®eld (dashed). Note that (dMh=dto=nhmh, which is the average
deceleration of an H ion due to H-O
 collisions, is negative
throughout the altitude range, while eE=mh is always positive.T h e
labels (a)a n d( b)c o r r e s p o n dt ot h ec a s e sl i s t e di nT a b l e3
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through (d).
There are also other eects in the polar wind that
may contribute to the resulting ion temperature pro®les.
These eects, like diusion and velocity-dierential
momentum transfer, modify the distributions of the
species as the particles move along the ®eld line. The
temperatures at high altitudes are thus the integrated
results of all the eects that govern the evolution of the
particle distributions. A well-known eect is the mirror
force that converts the particles' energies transverse to
the ®eld into the parallel direction as they travel upward.
As the collisional eects weaken with altitude due to the
density decrease, the mirror eect dominates the per-
pendicular temperature pro®les at high altitudes, leading
to downward gradients in Th? and To? in all the cases
considered.
4.3 Discussion
By varying the density ratio of the photoelectrons to the
thermal electrons at the entry boundary, we have
examined by comparison how and to what extent the
day-night transition may aect the polar wind dynam-
ics. The boundary conditions that we have used are
within the experimental limits. However, even within
such physical constraints, our polar wind solutions still
demonstrate dierent qualitative features. Such qualita-
tive dierences are an indication of the complexity of the
Fig. 21. Pro®les of the ion temperatures. The labels correspond to the cases listed in Table 3
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physical eects. The impact of these eects on the
plasma out¯ow depends on the polar wind quantities
themselves, whose variations, therefore, may enhance or
reduce these eects to dierent extents. Because some of
these eects have opposite in¯uences on certain quan-
tities, the qualitative features of the polar wind strongly
depend on which eect being the dominant factor. As
we have shown, some of these physical eects in the
polar wind are particularly sensitive to the transition
between day and night. Thus, signi®cantly dierent
out¯ow properties may result due to this transition.
Sometimes, the dierence is so large that our polar wind
solutions might even seem unrealistic. An example is the
sharp electron temperature gradient at low altitudes as
shown in Fig. 12(d). In that calculation, a relatively high
density ratio is used for ns=ne in the boundary condition.
Although the density ratio has assumed a reasonable
value, when it combines with the other realistic boun-
dary conditions, the solution features results that may
be beyond experimental limits. However, this does not
mean that the density ratio itself is unrealistic; it only
means the density ratio does not match well with the
other boundary conditions.
It is worth reminding the reader that the boundary
conditions in the kinetic part of our calculation are in
fact distributions. Although these boundary distribu-
tions characterize a few moments, such as the density,
mean velocity, and temperature of the species, they in
fact possess an in®nity of degrees of freedom, and
should only be viewed as approximations to the boun-
dary conditions of the solution. In this sense, the
boundary conditions that we start with initially are
based on educated guesses. The dierence between these
approximations and the exact boundary distributions
may lead to some spurious manifestations (e.g., an
exaggerated increase in ion temperature near the boun-
dary). We are trying to develop a systematic procedure
that will allow us to reduce these eects, and improve
our comparisons with observations. In the present
parametric study, we are primarily interested in how
the transition between day and night aects the polar
wind. However, we are also interested in how sensitive
the dynamics of the out¯ow is to this transition. Thus,
cases leading to exaggerated behavior near the low-
altitude boundary mentioned earlier are still useful in
this regard.
5 Conclusion
Our work on the polar wind is motivated by the
increasing experimental evidence that photoelectrons
may aect the dynamics of the polar wind. In order to
study the impact of photoelectrons on the polar wind,
we rely on a self-consistent hybrid model that provides a
global kinetic collisional description for the polar wind
photoelectrons. The model is hybrid in that it consists of
a ¯uid part for the thermal electrons and a kinetic
collisional part, and should be distinguished from other
hybrid schemes where, for example, the electrons are
treated as a massless neutralizing ¯uid. Speci®cally, in
this model, photoelectrons (which are treated as test
particles because of their low relative density), and all
the ion species H;O
 are described by a global
kinetic collisional approach, while thermal electron
properties and the ambipolar electric ®eld are deter-
mined by a ¯uid calculation. The model is based on an
iterative scheme: a physically meaningful solution is
obtained when it converges. This model is the ®rst to
incorporate successfully the global kinetic collisional
photoelectron description into a self-consistent polar
wind picture. In addition, because of its kinetic treat-
ment of the ions, it provides the ®rst global steady-state
polar wind calculation that generates a self-consistent
continuous solution which varies from a low-altitude
collisional subsonic regime to a high-altitude collision-
less supersonic regime. Results from the calculations are
quantitatively similar to the Akebono satellite observa-
tions in a variety of aspects. In fact, the self-consistency
of the model lends additional credibility to our results in
that they no longer rely on arbitrary choices of the
electric ®eld, which may possibly be the most important
governing mechanism in the polar wind. In our results,
the electric potential drop is consistent with the
experimentally deduced values. The ion properties such
as densities, out¯ow velocities and temperatures are also
within experimental limits. An anisotropy between
upwardly and downwardly going electrons, and an
upwardly directed electron heat ¯ux, both observed in
the polar wind, also appear in our results.
We have performed a comparative study by varying
the relative photoelectron density at the lower boundary
(the ionosphere) in order to understand the qualitative
polar wind features that characterize the day-night
transition. Results of the study reveal the importance of
kinetic eects and the intrinsic complexity of the polar
wind dynamics. These results also demonstrate that a
self-consistent description is indeed required for the
comparative study. This is particularly true because
some polar wind out¯ow properties are governed by
competing eects, which are to dierent extents aected
by these out¯ow properties themselves; only a self-
consistent description can take all these inter-relations
into account.
Despite all these complex inter-relations, we ®nd that
an increase in the relative photoelectron density (corre-
sponding to a decrease in the solar zenith angle, or a
transition from night to day) enhances the self-consis-
tent ambipolar electric ®eld in the polar wind. In fact,
our results have shown that these two quantities,
together with the electron temperature, are all related.
A higher relative photoelectron density at the boundary
corresponds to a larger intrinsic electron heat ¯ux. That
leads to a larger ambipolar electric ®eld. A larger
portion of photoelectrons also means that the thermal
electrons are more eectively heated through the colli-
sions between the two electron components, because a
greater heat source is available for each thermal electron
on average. That leads to a higher thermal electron
temperature, and a higher overall electron temperature.
A higher temperature would lead to a larger pressure
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required.
The electric ®eld enhancement associated with an
increase in the relative photoelectron density seems to
dictate the variation of other polar wind quantities, e.g.
enhancement of the escaping ion ¯ux, increase in the ion
out¯ow velocities. In particular, the ion out¯ow velocity
variation is consistent with the day-night asymmetry
observed by the Akebono satellite. The electric ®eld
enhancement, however, leads to a more complicated
variation in the ion densities. Intuitively, one would
expect the ion density at high altitudes to increase with
the electric ®eld, because the ®eld pushes more ions to
escape. In fact, this is not the only eect of the electric
®eld on the ion densities. Acceleration of the escaping
ions will deplete the density of the species due to particle
conservation. Thus, the electric ®eld itself, through its
acceleration of the ions, can create competing eects on
the ion densities. We ®nd that in general, when the
relative photoelectron density is suciently low, (and
hence the electric ®eld is also suciently low), an
increase in this quantity, which causes the electric ®eld
also to increase, leads to an increase in the ion densities.
But this variation holds only up to a certain limit.
Beyond that, an increase in the relative photoelectron
density (which still causes the electric ®eld to increase)
causes the density to respond in an opposite way as the
depletion eect takes over.
Coulomb collisions also play an important role in the
polar wind dynamics. For example, the HÿO
 colli-
sions give rise to a slowing-down eect on the H ions.
This collisional eect competes against the acceleration
by the electric ®eld in governing the H out¯ow velocity.
The relative importance of this slowing-down eect is
related to the O
 density, due to the density dependence
of the collisional rates. When the relative photoelectron
density is suciently low such that an increase in the
quantity will cause the ion densities to increase (see
earlier), the slowing-down eect on the H may be
enhanced to a greater extent than the acceleration eect
by the electric ®eld.
This method, with its kinetic treatment of the ions,
has enabled us to disentangle the competing physical
eects governing the photoelectron-driven polar wind,
and thus gain further insight into one of the important
ionospheric-magnetospheric coupling mechanisms. In
future work, we will extend its applicability by including
wave-particle interaction, which should make it useful in
the study of other important geoplasma settings, and
develop a systematic procedure for the choice of
boundary conditions, which should facilitate its use in
parametric studies.
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